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Abstract 

Many accidents occur world-wide in the use of construction plant and equipment, and 

safety training is considered by many to be one of the best approaches to their 

prevention. However, current safety training methods/tools are unable to provide 

trainees with the hands-on practice needed. Game technology-based safety training 

platforms have the potential to overcome this problem in a virtual environment. 

 

One such platform is described in this paper – its characteristics are analyzed and its 

possible contribution to safety training identified. This is developed and tested by 

means of a case study involving three major pieces of construction plant, which 

successfully demonstrates that the platform can improve the process and performance 
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of the safety training involved in their operation. This research not only presents a 

new and useful solution to the safety training of construction operations, but 

illustrates the potential use of advanced technologies in solving construction industry 

problems in general. 

Keywords: construction, plant, equipment, operation, game technology, safety 

training.  

 

1 Introduction 

The construction industry is one of the major high-risk industries world-wide (e.g. 

Behm, 2005; Camino et al., 2008; Niza et al., 2008; Sokas et al., 2009). The accidents 

that occur include those that result from falling from height, collision, collapse and 

electric shock, among which falling from height and collisions are the most prevalent 

(Dong et al., 2009; Schriver and Schoenbaum, 2003; Sokas et al., 2009). Many 

accidents are caused by the large and heavy plant (e.g. tower cranes, mobile cranes, 

etc.) commonly used on construction sites. For example, more than 127 crane-related 

deaths and 253 heavy plant/equipment-related deaths were recorded between 1992 

and 2002 in the USA (Beavers et al., 2006; McCann, 2006), with 41 crane-related 

fatalities in 2006 in Japan (Kawata, 2007), and 14 crane-related fatalities from 1998 to 

2005 in Hong Kong (OSHC, 2008a). In addition to the large project costs incurred by 

these accidents (Laitinen et al., 1999; Siu et al., 2003; Waehrer et al., 2007), many 

workers lose their lives. Although much legislation relating to occupational safety and 
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health has been instituted in many countries and regions (e.g. USA, UK, Japan, Hong 

Kong, etc.), there are still considerable safety problems in the construction industry in 

need of attention (Waehrer et al., 2007). 

 

1.1 Safety training and performance 

Inadequate, or lack of, safety training has been identified as an important contributing 

factor to high accident rates in the construction industry (Abdelhamid and Everett, 

2000; Tam and Fung, 2010; Toole, 2002; Tse, 2005). An efficient safety training 

programme, therefore, can improve safety performance through preventing accident 

occurrence and is regarded as an important and effective method for enhanced 

occupational safety and health (Abdelhamid and Everett, 2000; Dong et al., 2009; 

Halperin and McCann, 2004; Lee and Halpin, 2003; Wallen and Mulloy, 2006). Safety 

performance, on the other hand, is mainly influenced by safety climate and the 

psychological stress of employees (Barling et al., 2002; Griffin and Neal, 2000; 

Guastello, 1991; Guastello et al., 1999; Hoffmann and Stetzer, 1996; Jex and Beehr, 

1991; Siu et al., 2004).  

 

Safety climate involves safety attitudes (Donald and Canter, 1994) and 

communication (Cheyne et al., 1998; Hoffmann and Stetzer, 1998). Safety attitudes 

refer to employees’ attitudes to safety (Donald and Canter, 1993) and they reflect the 

employees’ cognition of safety knowledge. Communication refers to an “open, 
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free-flowing exchange about safety-related issues” (Hoffmann and Stetzer, 1998). Full 

cognition of safety and efficient communication can prevent the occurrence of 

accidents (Hoffmann and Stetzer, 1998) and training provides an opportunity for 

employees to cognize knowledge related to safety (Topf, 2000), discuss safety issues, 

and therefore increase safety performance.  

 

In contrast, psychological stress is an affective reaction to a job and is caused by 

dissatisfaction, depression and anxiety (Hoffmann and Stetzer, 1998; Jex and Beehr, 

1991). High psychological stress can lead to high accident rates (Hoffmann and 

Stetzer, 1996; Murray et al., 1997). The psychological stress of employees can be 

reduced through training - by increasing their operating skills and awareness of 

hazards on site - and therefore helping to lower the incidence of accidents (Hinze, 

1996; Mitropoulos and Cupido, 2009). 

 

1.2 Special problems for construction plant operatives 

Working with construction plant is a practical skill that is usually developed through 

on-site experience over a period of time with the particular types of plant involved.  

From a safety perspective, therefore, an ideal approach would be for new operatives 

to have on-site hands-on practice with the plant concerned in order to fully appreciate 

and mitigate the risks involved. However, construction projects need to be progressed 

as quickly and efficiently as possible – making it impractical in most circumstances to 
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provide safety training in this way due to the on-site disruptions this would involve. 

Therefore, trainee plant operatives are usually provided with a set of instructions in 

the form of two-dimensional drawings or pictures and texts, covering aspects of 

terminology, workplace safety, types of plant and equipment used, systems and 

components, maintenance, working plans, operations, etc.  As a result, it is often 

difficult for trainees to fully understand the information provided for, for example, 

repair or operating processes – an outcome felt by many to have significantly 

contributed to the industry’s high accident rates (e.g. Tam and Fung, 2010; Toole, 

2002). 

 

An additional issue is that many construction sites have a variety of plant and 

equipment all working together simultaneously in close proximity.  To reduce the 

risk of accidents, it is necessary for the operatives and site workers to collaborate with 

each other in a safe and efficient manner. For the operatives, some of the work needs 

to be completed through multi-machinery collaboration, while the site workers need 

to collaborate with the operatives (e.g. in loading and downloading).  This is a 

particularly important issue for large construction sites, where there are severe 

difficulties in efficiently dealing with complex construction sequences. Again, 

collaborating in this way is commonly based on, and learned through, the operatives’ 

experience. As with the notion of on-site hands-on safety training, most construction 
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project managers are reluctant to accept the inefficiencies caused by this lengthy 

process of trial-and-error learning.  

 

1.3 Information technologies and training 

Computer and information technologies are often advocated to provide support for 

safety training. Ho and Dzeng (2010) and Wallen and Mulloy (2006), for example, 

propose computer-based safety training methods; Cheung et al. (2004) provide a 

Web-based safety and health monitoring system for safety training; and Benjaoran and 

Bhokha (2010) introduce 4D CAD technology into safety management. These have 

improved safety performance in the construction industry to some extent. However, 

the accident rate in the industry is still high - over six percent in 2006 in Hong Kong 

for example (OSHC, 2008b). 

 

As indicated above, the main reasons for this are that 

1) the construction environment is often very complicated, involving a great deal 

of plant, equipment, workers and materials, therefore it is difficult for project 

managers or operatives to predict and prevent potential safety problems  

2) the nature of construction work is such that safety training has to take place in 

a hands-off off-site environment, where operatives can only listen and watch 

and not participate. 
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1.4 Game technology and training 

Game technology can be described as an engine that is used to develop 

computer-based video games (e.g. Counter Strike) through integrating visual 

technology, digital technology, simulation technology, intelligent technology, 

interactive technology, network technology and multi-user operating technology. It 

provides a vivid virtual-reality environment and a friendly interactive user interface 

which have captivated millions of game players. Furthermore, due to the open-source 

code of game technology, it allows end-users to independently create new functions 

with ease (Guilfoyle, 2007). 

 

The development of game technology has contributed to the great success of video 

games over the past two decades. Due to its unique characteristics (interactive, 

intelligent, multi-user and open-source), many academics and practitioners use game 

technology to improve training, simulation and education performance (Zyda, 2005).  

For example to:  

• simulate human behaviour (Silverman et al., 2006), human-robot interaction 

(Lewis et al., 2007), robot teleportation (Wang et al., 2003), and laboratory 

accidents (Bell and Fogler, 2003);  

• teach food safety (MacNamee et al., 2006);  

• visualize landscapes (Herwig and Paar, 2002); and  

• demonstrate virtual museums (Lepouras and Vassilakis, 2005).  
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In the area of training: 

• Bouchard et al. (2006) showed that 3D games are useful in the treatment of 

arachnophobia;  

• Yuan et al. (2007) presented a game engine-based train system of fire fighting 

and improved the training performance;  

• Schlickum et al. (2009) demonstrated that systematic video training can 

improve the surgical performance.  

It is clear, therefore, that game technology can improve training performance in 

general. What is yet to be tested is the extent to which the technology can be used to 

benefit safety training and accident prevention in the construction industry. 

 

In pursuance of this, the research described in this paper proposed to employ game 

technology to assist in the safety training of operatives working with construction 

plant in the expectation that a high safety performance would be achieved. The 

conceptual framework of applying game technology in safety training and accident 

prevention is shown in Figure 1. The research methods are firstly described, then the 

architecture and functions of a game technology-based safety training platform are 

presented and its possible contribution to the safety training of construction plant 

operations are identified. Finally, a case study is used to demonstrate a training 

process based on the game technology and to assess its effect on training performance 

through the responses of those involved. 
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2 Research methods 

The research aimed to improve the safety performance of construction plant 

operations with the help of game technology. In order to achieve this, the construction 

plant operations were identified, the game technology selected, and a case study used 

to measure and test the outcomes. In addition, interview and questionnaire survey was 

adopted to evaluate the performance of the game technology-based training method. 

 

2.1 Identification of construction plant operations 

The research focused on the operations of heavy mechanical devices, e.g. mobile 

cranes, tower cranes, and excavators – due to their more complicated operation than 

other, smaller, pieces of equipment and their predominant use in construction work. 

Most of the equipment-related accidents on construction sites are also associated with 

these devices (Beavers et al., 2006; Pratt et al., 2001; Schriver and Schoenbaum, 

2003).  The following plant were specifically included: 

• Mobile cranes: lifting and conveying - due to the known high accident rates 

associated with crane collapses and operatives being struck by boom/jibs 

during lifting and conveying (McCann and Gittleman, 2009). 

• Tower cranes: erecting, handing, lifting, conveying, and dismantling - again, 

due to the known high accident rates associated with operatives being struck 

by crane loads and boom/jibs during lifting and conveying (McCann and 
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Gittleman, 2009; Shapira and Lyachin, 2009) and crushed during the erecting 

and dismantling process (Beavers et al., 2006; Tam and Fung, 2010). 

• Excavators: moving and excavation – due to the high accident rates associated 

with operatives being struck by objects or vehicles during moving and 

excavation (McCann, 2006). 

 

2.2 Provision of game technology 

The game technology used in the research is founded on 3DVIA Virtools (a game 

engine). This technology is characterized by human-computer interaction, multi-user 

operation, and intelligence functionality - making it different to other visualization or 

4D technologies, which only provide visual materials for users. The game technology 

provides both a visual and virtual environment and multi-user interactive platform 

with powerful knowledge bases, with which users can conveniently trial or study a 

wide range of activities, such as playing games. 

 

2.3 Use of a case study 

Construction plant operations are very complicated and involve multi-person 

collaboration. In order to demonstrate the feasibility and validity of game 

technology-based safety training, it was necessary to test the implementation of the 

new training system in a real-world environment. This also provides a convenient 

vehicle for explaining how the system works. Considering tower cranes are most 
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commonly-used plant on construction sites and accidents related to tower cranes often 

occur, a case relating to the dismantling of tower cranes was adopted in the research. 

 

2.4 Interview and questionnaire survey 

In order to further evaluate the performance of using game technology to aid in safety 

training and accident prevention, it was necessary to collect the data or responses 

from trainees involved the game-based training. Interview and questionnaire survey 

was an appropriate and effective method for this. In the research, fifteen trainees 

involved in five construction projects that adopt this training method were selected for 

the interview and questionnaire survey. 

 

3 Game technology-based safety training platform 

The architecture of the developed game technology-based safety training platform is 

shown in Figure 2. This is an online platform that allows users to employ game 

controllers, keyboards, mice, etc. to operate or co-operate the construction plant in the 

same virtual environment. It supports the training of the various activities, e.g. 

installation, operating, cooperating, and dismantling, involved in construction plant 

operations. A 3D model base provides visual models of the plant (i.e. tower crane), 

building components, site facilities, etc. for trainees to conduct the virtual operations; 

the knowledge base supplies the knowledge related to the plant for the trainees to 
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implement an intelligent analysis during operating activities. The characteristics of the 

platform are as follows (see Table 1). 

 

3.1 Interactive virtual environment 

The platform provides an interactive virtual environment through which users may 

use game controllers (e.g. Wii) or keyboards to control and operate the virtual 

construction plant, move or assign virtual building components or construction 

materials, and communicate and collaborate with each other (see Figure 3). During 

these operations, if accidents (e.g. collisions) occur or mistakes are made, 

warning/hint message boxes promptly appear in the form of a “dialogue” box; when 

safety problems are identified, they can be marked with icons for future reference. 

The users may change their perspective from second person to first person or vice 

versa. This makes it easier for users to identify potential safety problems. The 

platform, therefore, can assist trainees in fully recognizing safety problems and 

preventing their occurrence. 

 

3.2 Multi-user operating environment 

The platform supports Web-based multi-user operations. When one user operates 

virtual construction plant or assigns virtual construction materials using his/her 

computer, the other users can not only observe this operating situation but can make 

some independent or collaborative response through a computer network from their 
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own computers. Figure 4 shows simultaneous screenshots of the same operating-plant 

situation from each of two computers at one time. This makes it possible for site 

operatives to collaborate in operating the construction plant virtually hands-on in a 

virtual construction site. Therefore, potential safety problems, such as a collision 

between two tower cranes, can be identified and marked in this virtual environment 

and as a step towards preventing its occurrence in the real environment to come. 

 

3.3 Intelligent operating environment 

The platform provides operatives with an intelligent-operation and 

automatic-response scenario through the use of knowledge bases, which consist of 

information relating to the construction plant, construction schedule and safety 

operations. This enables the intelligence and automation of the safety training process. 

For example, when collisions occur they can be automatically detected and 

highlighted; when a wrong operation is conducted, a warning message will 

immediately pop-up. Moreover, warning messages also appear when an operative 

does not comply with the general construction schedule. 

 

4 A case study 

The process of dismantling tower crane elements on a construction site was selected 

to demonstrate the process of the game technology-based safety training, i.e. training 

in the use of operating plant and interoperative collaboration. In this case, one tower 
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crane (T1) was dismantled by using another tower crane (T2). This process involved 

the following activities: 

1) connecting steel cables attached to the hook of T2 to a crane element of T1 

2) releasing the screws connected to the crane element 

3) lifting the crane element to a designated location.  

These three activities involved three trainees. One operated T2 while another two 

assisted in connecting the crane elements to the hook or releasing screws or crane 

elements.  

 

In order to achieve a successful and safe dismantling process, it was very important 

for these three trainees to master the skill of operating or dismantling a tower crane as 

well as efficiently collaborating in the process. The game technology-based platform 

was used to provide training in these three operations, with the case study just 

focusing on the collaboration involved in dismantling T1 by using T2. 

 

4.1 Customization of the Wii controllers 

Wii controllers and Keyboards were used to support the safety training for 

dismantling the tower crane elements in the virtual platform. This is because 1) Wii 

controllers are commonly used by game players and it is likely that the trainees will 

be familiar with their operation; 2) Wii controllers have more functions than other 

controllers and can meet the requirements of operating the construction plant. For 
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each trainee, the functions of the buttons in the Wii controllers were different, and 

therefore needed to be customized in advance of training. Figure 5 shows the basic 

functions of a Wii controller for the trainee (OpI) who operated T2; Figure 6 shows 

the controller for the trainee (OpII) who dismantled T1, and Figure 7 shows that for 

the trainee (OpIII) who released the tower elements from the hook. 

 

After a brief introduction to the functions of each Wii controller, each trainee could 

easily use his Wii controller to simultaneously control his digital objectives in the 

game-based training platform. 

 

4.2 Training process 

The 3D models of buildings, tower cranes, and other facilities were loaded into the 

platform and the virtual construction site (including virtual plant, virtual operatives, 

etc.) was configured. This process was initiated by all three trainees using their 

computers linked together through the Internet to enable them to access the same 

virtual construction site. 

 

OpII then controlled and moved the virtual OpII to the operating area whereupon OpI 

operated T2 and moved its hook to an appropriate location (see Figure 8). Figures 8a 

and 8b show the OpI (T2) and OpII perspectives respectively. All safety problems that 

occurred during this operation were automatically notified to both of the two trainees 
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so they could try different possible solutions and make the necessary changes. 

Furthermore, both trainees were in communication until the hook reached the correct 

position. When OpII had moved close enough to the element to be dismantled and the 

steel cables attached to the hook of T2, the key points to be connected were 

highlighted (see Figure 8b). This provided a hint for OpII of what to do next. 

 

At this point, OpII selected a cable (see Figure 9a) and a connecting point on the 

crane element (see Figure 9b) using the Wii controller, and the cable was 

automatically connected to the crane element (see Figure 9c). By repeating this 

process, all the cables were connected to the crane element (see Figure 9d) until the 

element was held by T2. This let OpII know “how to connect the hook of T2 to the 

element of T1”. 

 

Next, OpII released the screws attaching the element to the element below (see Figure 

10) by repeatedly swinging the Wii controller in a hammer-like movement. If some of 

above connections were not completed, either the step could not be implemented or a 

warning message would pop-up promptly. This ensured that the crane element was 

safely held by T2. In addition to preventing safety problems, this made OpII 

recognize the “screws to be released, correct dismantling sequences, and potential 

risks”. 
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After that, OpII went to the safe area, requested lifting and the crane element was then 

lifted (see Figure 11a) and placed in the correct location (see Figure 11b). The system 

did not allow any lifting to take place until OpII left the operating area and reached 

the safe area, since the platform can identify whether or not OpII is in a dangerous 

area. In addition, the way in which the crane element was lifted was automatically 

checked and possible collisions highlighted. OpI could also change the way of doing 

this until an appropriate alternative was found, enabling safety problems to be easily 

recognized and prevented by both OpI and OpII. 

 

Finally, OpIII released the crane element. The other crane elements could then be 

dismantled by repeating the above processes. 

 

The trainees were debriefed on completion of the task, during which they said that the 

training process was easily understood and they could efficiently recognize the 

dismantling sequence involved and potential risks. They could also try many different 

dismantling methods or sequences until they mastered the operating and collaboration 

skills needed. Furthermore, the prompt notification of hints when safety problems 

occurred enabled the problems to be avoided during the dismantling process. 

 

5 Discussion 
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The game technology-based safety training platform has now been used in several 

construction projects. In some of these, the platform helped in the safety training for 

operating construction plant; in others, it was adopted to conduct the safety 

management of construction sites. According to the responses of the project managers 

and trainees involved in these projects, the safety problems were efficiently identified 

and prevented, resulting in a marked improvement in safety performance. A major 

attribute of the platform was said to be its ease of operation since it is similar to 

playing computer games.  

 

5.1 Performance of the training platform 

A comparison was made between the training provided with the platform and the 

traditional approach without the platform by an interview and questionnaire survey of 

15 operatives that had been trained with the platform. Since the details of the 

traditional method vary between different sites, the comparison was made according 

to the individual operatives’ previous experience. To do this, the operatives scored the 

relative validity of the platform in a range of 1 to 5, with 1 and 5 denoting a low and 

high validity respectively. 

 

Five construction projects in total were selected. Typical training activities needed for 

these projects were chosen, each involving the operation of a tower crane, mobile 

crane and pile driver, and associated collaboration among the operatives and site 
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workers involved. The comparison indicators comprised the degree to which: 

operations could be recognized; safety problems could be identified; safety problems 

prevented; collaboration among operatives and site workers was made; and operating 

processes were improved.  

 

The results are summarized in Figure 12, which clearly shows the advantages of the 

platform over traditional safety training. Specifically, the platform has 

• a great impact on the trainees’ ability to recognize plant operations and hence 

to learn about the plant itself 

• improved the operatives’ ability to collaborate with each other, identify safety 

problems and operate plant, and therefore strengthen the relevant skills needed 

for operating the plant 

• little impact on the prevention of safety problems. The main reason for this is 

that most of the operatives thought the many safety problems were caused by 

the personal behaviour and attitude of the operative. Although the platform can 

assist operatives in identifying potential safety problems it is difficult to avoid 

their occurrence without the operative’s commitment. Despite this, the 

platform can help to some extent in preventing safety problems by identifying 

wrong operations in advance. 
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It is also interesting to note that the platform is more successful in its use with tower 

cranes than mobile cranes and pile drivers. The interviews with the operatives 

identified the reasons for this as being that the working range of tower cranes is larger 

and therefore involves greater risk in operation as the operatives have to work with a 

long-distance view sight/control. Through the application of the platform, the trainees 

can practice this virtually and know well the kind of problems that can possibly 

happen – reducing the risks involved in the real situation on site 

 

5.2 Characteristics of the training platform 

The advantages of the platform were also analysed from the responses of the trainees. 

These are that, in comparison with current training methods, most of the trainees 

appreciated the platform being automatic and convenient, easily operable through 

simple training, and being suitable for multi-users online as it enables collaboration 

between other trainees. All those involved thought it has potential to be extensively 

employed and improve the performance of safety training for plant operations. 

 

 

6 Conclusions 

A game technology-based multi-user platform is presented to assist in the safety 

training of construction plant operations. Its characteristics are analysed and its 

functions identified. A case study is also described to assess the potential of the 
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platform in supporting the safety training of construction plant operatives. This shows 

that the game technology-based training method provides trainees with an 

easily-operated multi-user virtual environment that allows them to try and study 

different methods of operating the plant. At the same time, it provides trainees with 

sufficient knowledge of operations to help them identify potential safety problems. 

The platform also is sufficiently flexible to allow operatives to easily extend its 

functions to meet their requirements. 

 

 

The main benefit of the platform is that it allows trainees to study and practice the 

operating methods or sequences of construction plant operations in a virtual 

environment that closely resembles the real environment they will encounter on-site. 

After loading 3D models of the plant into the virtual environment, the trainee can 

firstly recognize its specification and components by referring to the hints/information 

embedded in the 3D models and then practice its operation using game controllers. 

When the trainee makes an incorrect movement, such as in attempting to use a tower 

crane to lift a building element that is too heavy, a warning/hint box promptly appears 

on the screen. Through this kind of interactive activity, the trainee can easily and 

rapidly master the skills needed to operate the specific construction plant involved. 

Furthermore, the potential safety problems associated with the operating plant, such 

as collisions between plant and buildings, are automatically detected and alerted to 
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trainees.  In this way, trainees become thoroughly experienced in using the plant and 

in recognizing safety problems in advance of their working on-site. 

 

A particular feature of the platform is that it encourages trainees to collaborate in 

operating the construction plant. Each trainee tries to operate their own plant in their 

own computers by following the construction schedule, with site workers also 

participating in the work. For this to be successful, and avoid accidents, the operatives 

and site workers need to communicate and collaborate effectively.  This can be tried 

over and over in the virtual environment until an efficient collaboration solution is 

achieved – enabling potential safety problems (e.g. the collision between plant and 

workers) that occur during these trials to be experienced and conveniently identified 

in advance for recall during future real operations. This not only improves the 

efficiency of worker collaboration, but should significantly reduce accident rates 

on-site. 

 

In addition, it should be noted that the platform can also be extended to meet other 

users’ requirements.  Game engines are open-source and it is therefore possible for 

users to extend the application of game technologies to other fields beyond that of 

safety training for construction plant. Many game developers provide software 

applications, documentation and even source codes, and therefore users can easily 
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develop new functions for their requirements, for example to assist in the training 

needed for complicated construction sequences.  

 

Finally, the limitations of the research to date are acknowledged.  Since at present 

the application of the platform involves the operations of just four major pieces of 

construction plant, its effectiveness and efficiency for other types of plant and 

equipment need to by further tested in the future research and development. 
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the game technology-based safety training platform. 
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Fig. 4. Two same operating-plant situation from each of two computers. 

 

Fig. 3. Communication scenarios in the safety training platform. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Customization of the Wii controller for OpI. 

 

Fig. 6. Customization of the Wii controller for OpII. 

 

Fig. 7. Customization of the Wii controller for OpIII. 
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Fig. 8. Locate the hook of T2 in correct position. 

 

Fig. 9. The sequence of connecting the cables to the crane element 

 

Fig. 10. Release a ll the screws. 
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Fig. 11. Lift and place the crane element. 
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Fig. 12. The performance evaluation of the safety training platform. 
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Table 1 

Characteristics  of  the  game technology-based  safety  training  platform. 
Characteristics Functions 

Interactive  
• Make  the  virtual  training  environment  similar  to  the  

real one 

• Enable  users’  operations  in  the  virtual  environment  by 

themselves 

• Make   safety  information  easily  understood 

• Enable  the  communication  among  different  users 

Multi-user   • Enable   collaboration  among  different  users 

• Make  the  multi-user  training unlimited  in  space  and 

time 
• Make  safety  problems  easily  identified  during  training 

processes 

Intelligent • Enable  the  automatic  identification  o f safety  problems 

• Enable  the  automatic  warning  of  operations 
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